
Record Keeping
“I Don’t Shoot Next to Earl No More”

(He Don’t keep Records of What he Shoots)
 

I was shooting cast one Sunday morning at the range and old Earl, one of my shooting partners was shooting a .220
Swift with jacketed bullets at the next bench. He kept complaining about recoil and said the brass was bad as the
primers kept coming out of the pockets.  We paused and I looked at the brass and ask what load he was using as I saw
no load data sticker on the cartridge box. He replied, “I don’t know.”  Unacceptable answer in my book.  I looked at
his brass and on every round the case was ruined by open primer pockets. Checking his loads against some factory
Swift ammo he had quickly showed that his brass needed trimming.  He said he’d pull that batch and proceeded to
shoot the factory stuff.  Next week, I moved another bench farther away saying that I needed to set up my spotting
scope.
 
Since then, I’ve shot with Earl and he’d hit on a good load and say, “I got to write that one down” and grab a sliver of
paper which went into his shooting box, never to be retrieved again.
 
He’ll call me up at home and ask what I think about such a powder/bullet combination and I’ll tell him and next week
at the range, he’ll have something else.
 
I’ve even given him stick-on labels but he doesn’t use them.
 
At 71, I guess it’s too old to teach a dog new tricks. He’s a good fellow and shooting partner so I didn’t abandon him
completely but I do shoot farther way now for obvious reasons.
 
My record keeping system isn’t perfect.  I’ve been using my present one now for about 12 years and in this time; I’ve
recorded results of over 1,000 test lots in rifles, pistols and shotguns.
 
At home, I keep records on a Microsoft Works spreadsheet separated for rifles and a separate one for pistols.
 
At a minimum, I maintain the following data on each load:
 
Cartridge
Bullet Number (mould number)
Sized diameter
Bullet weight (sized, lubed)
Primer
Powder (and lot number if milsurp)
Weight of powder
Overall seating depth
Use of a filler (if applicable)
Average velocity
Standard deviation
Comments on results
Model of gun used
 
This data fits nicely on a “landscape” size printout and can be used to reconstruct any load that you’ve previously
used. In addition, these pages are printed out by caliber and maintained in a loose leaf binder on the loading bench for
quick reference as the computer’s upstairs and the loading bench is down in the garage.  I maintain one book for rifle
and one for pistol.
 



Cart Bullet Szd Wt Pri Powder Wt Av
Vel

Stan
Dev

OAL Filler Comments Gun

223 225145 .225 50.6 WSR WC820 11.8 2330 68.4 2.149  1 ½”@100
yd

No
1

Sample header and entry from my spreadsheet
 

This works well for repeating loads or as a quick reference to see if I have tried a particular bullet/powder combination
before.
 
Any time that I get rid of a gun in a specific caliber, this data is moved to an obsolete file as historical data. You never
know when you or someone will need this data.
 
Records of bad results and hot loads should also be maintained but should be marked appropriately.  You don’t want
to step into the same “cow pie” twice.
 
All loads I make up on the bench are labeled on each box on a stick-on 2” X 4” plain label with the following data.
 
Bullet (mould number)
Powder
Powder weight
Primer
Date loaded
Overall length
 
Upon firing, the velocities are recorded on the labels as well as the accuracy obtained and any other pertinent data. 
When I return home, these labels are peeled off and I use the computer and a “model” to compute the average velocity
and standard deviation. 
 
The model I am speaking of is a small section at the top of each spreadsheet that allows me to enter the velocities of
my tested loads and it automatically computes the average velocity and standard deviation of my test loads.  This can
be done manually and some chronographs have this function built in but I’m cheap and buy the economy model. 
Besides, I enjoy sitting down after shooting, doing this “paperwork” and analyzing the loads I shot that day.  It’s part
of the enjoyment of casting and shooting.
 
All of this data for each load is then loaded into my spreadsheet.
 
All of this may seem like a lot of trouble and you may not be using a computer as I do but record keeping is an
important and necessary chore that must be done in any aspect of reloading.
 
If a computer is not available, use a spiral ring notebook divided into sections.  I used this method for years and then
transposed my data over when I started using a computer.
 
I’m not saying that my system is perfect but it’s an idea to develop yours from.  Whatever works for you is best but for
more accurate cast (or jacketed) bullet results, safer and repeatable loads, keep records.
 
Record Keeping on Moulds
 
Another worthwhile project is to keep records on your moulds if you have several.
 
In my experience, each and every mould casts differently, likes a slightly different temperature, casting tempo,
distance from spout and I even have one that likes to be tilted about 15 degrees to the left or right in order to produce
good bullets.
 



A short note on the specific mould in your records often produces faster results when you attempt to use it again.
 
This data should include:
 
As cast diameter
Length of bullet
Weight of bullet “ready to load”
Any specifics on what that particular mould “likes” to produce good bullets
Any problems associated with the bullet such as gas check shank O/S or U/S
 
 
Early on in my military career, I had an old First Sergeant tell me, “a short pencil is better than a long memory”. 
That’s sound advice both in the Army and in shooting.
 

John Goins/aka beagle
 
 
 
 
 


